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ROYAL KING  
Motivational Speaker/Trainer-Academies-

ASP's 

Royal King is based on the believe that a persons true power of self 
motivation comes from believing in themselves , setting and achieving 
realistic goals and the limitless will of wanting to share ones ENERGY 
through positive engagement .  Royal King takes this believe and involves 
its participants through the avenues of music and dance.  setting high 
standards and guiding , expecting and rewarding the participant.   

ROYAL KING programs have be implemented in some of the 
largest Districts in the U.S. and six countries aboard as well as some of the 
smallest districts in existence. Some of these include - Los Angeles, 
Sacramento, San Jose,San Francisco,San Diego,Dallas,New 
York,Dallas,San Antonio.  Some of the smallest include San Ardo, 
Richfield, Gerber etc. ----a complete list can be requested.  Whether it be 
a small district or a large one the overall goal is to engulf the student with 
a wave of positive-powerful energy that translates into 150% 
engagement.  It's incredible to feel.  
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STUDENT BASED ACADEMIES AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS-
(ASP's,CAMPS,SAT SCOOL etc.) 

Our educational programs are set up on a per session per grade 
level basis where each group comes to us on a set time period for a 
number of consecutive days.  Age appropriate music and dance are 
instructed to the students that help develop motor and non motor skills.  
The dances included range from hip-hop, ballroom,fitness based rhythm 
dances and community based dances.  The overall goal is to motivate 
and inspire the participants to take positive risks and discover confidence 
within themselves.   

ROYAL KING programs are set and surpass the California State 
standards for PE, Dance and include standards that focus on 
music,health,math, language etc. Further information can be provided 
upon request.   

Themes-- Many schools select a theme that they want the dance 
academy to focus on, for example-- Life focus - skills-- character 
education such as --- teamwork, goal setting,respect , etc OR curriculum 
based themes like Language development, Mathematical problem 
solving, Writing, PE structure etc, while many of these areas are already 
implemented and visible  within our program additional focus can be 
added. 

A basic ACADEMY schedule sample is this ; 
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8:30-9:00am--Kinder 

9:00-9:45-5th etc 

ROYAL KING works with 300-550 students per week +-. A 
collimation performance is always the highlight of the week long 
academy.  The entire community is invited to come and feel the energy 
and heart of every single student in the school dancing with 150% of 
their heart! 

Cost is based on a per week , per number basis.


